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Footprints in the sand
Caressed and beaten
By turning tides
Sands shift and slide
Edges redefined
No longer homes
Shells lie empty
White as bone
Awaiting collection

Stones washed smooth
Now lie in my pocket
Transported home
To rest in a bowl
Driftwood to edge the path
A cockle for a toggle
Mussels to make a wreath
Seabird skull for the cabinet
The seaweed necklace lies,
Adorning the beach.
The sea claims for its own
my foot prints.

©KAH MAcDonald
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Welcome to the fifth edition of The Needlesmith…
I did not expect to be typing that a year ago when I
had the idea, the time, and the bravery to do something I had long wanted to do. Then to send it out
into the world. It was a giant leap for me and
thinking back I am astonished I had the temerity
to do it. Every time I sit down to write this Journal
I get an awful feeling - who do I think I am writing this? Why would anyone want to read anything I have to say? At the same time, I still want
to share, to entertain, to inform, to inspire. So,
each edition is produced with a gamut of conflicting emotions. This edition has been no exception,
possibly even worse than the others. However, I
have received some very lovely comments, letters and feedback and I need remind myself of these,
when I get too panicky.
There have also been weeks recently when I didn’t think I would get to write those words. I started to
write the Journal in February when it was grey and rainy, the snowdrops were in flower brightening
dull corners of the garden, I was looking forward to going on an exchange visit to Lapland & snow
for 10 days… Then coronavirus arrived and turned everything on its head, my trip got postponed
and we went into lockdown. Plans for doing Creative & Creativity Coaching have been put on hold,
workshops & classes have been postponed (so much nicer than ‘cancelled’), and I have really struggled with writing this edition. Now we are over half-way through April, the sun is shining and
primroses are flowering and I’ve turned 50. Truth be told, I have struggled with quite a lot one way
or another. Being a small business owner with no small business and, therefore, no income, being a
Carer and shielding vulnerable family with all that that entails. I often find that I’ve got to the end
of a week that I almost didn’t know had started. However, we live in a beautiful part of the world, all
my family & friends, near and far, are well and safe, and I really have nothing to complain about, I
just needed to get a grip! Grip got…
So, if you don’t mind my wittering on and can forgive the somewhat tardy publication dates, then
I will continue …
I hope that this finds you well, safe, and staying at home... take care. Until next time
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D i s c la im er & St a t em e nt
For reasons of transparency I wanted to add a statement here … to say that all the opinions in the Journal are my own!
The products I buy to try, books I read, podcasts I listen to etc & et al, are not ‘gifted’ to me, I am not sponsored or paid a fee by the companies concerned, they are just things I
have found of interest and want to share. When the words aren’t mine I credit the author and link to the source.
All the Quick Make patterns are my own designs, and I share them in good faith, ditto the recipes, I will credit the original source, when I can, but most will have been tweaked
and amended/improved by me. (The original writer may not want to be associated with it any longer!)
Images are mostly my own, company product pictures, or I have been given permission to use them, very occasionally I might use photographs from a royalty free website following their guidelines.
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The Snowdrop
symbol of hope. The Scottish poet George Wilson concludes
his poem ‘The Origin of the snowdrop’ with the lines;
“And thus the snowdrop, like the bow
That spans the cloudy sky,
Becomes a symbol whence we know
That brighter days are nigh.”
As well as hope the Snowdrop has also been used over the
years to symbolise or express sympathy, purity, optimism,
and virtue. As long as you don’t eat them for snowdrops and
their bulbs are poisonous to humans and can cause nausea,
diarrhoea and vomiting if eaten. However, the bulb contains
the alkaloid
galantamine –
which
has
been
approved for use
in the management
of
Alzheimer’s
disease
in
over 70 counWalking along the Crinan canal early in February, the dogs tries worldand I came upon a patch of naturalised snowdrops. Even wide, includthough it was raining, and the dogs wanted to move on, I ing the UK.
stopped to study their prettily shyly drooping heads, tucked
away under the trees. A bright patch of green growth from O r i g i n a l l y
amongst fallen twigs and branches, leaf litter and the skele- found in the
tons of last summer’s nettles and cow parsley. Some had set forests
and
themselves into the moss at the base of a tree trunk and meadows of
looking for them reminded me of a short piece about looking southern and
for snowdrops I wrote a number of years ago (see page…).
central
Europe, snowAble to survive the harshest of weather and severe snow falls drops were cultivated in the UK in the 16th century, and
(their leaves have enforced tips to allow the to push through first recorded growing wild in the late 18th century. The
the snow snowdrop is now found growing all over the UK. From our
& ice) for gardens and churchyards, snowdrops have spread widely in
centuries areas with damp soil, such as riverbanks or woodlands. In
these deli- some woodlands, where the conditions are right, they can
cate flow- clump together in huge white drifts. Naturalised snowdrops
ers have are legally protected and it is against the law to collect them
been
a from the wild.

The Latin name is Galanthus nivalis meaning ‘milk flower of the
snow’, Snowdrops are also known as Fair maids of February,
Mary’s tapers, Snow piercer, Dingle-dangle, Bulbous violets,
and Candlemas bells.
The welsh girls name ‘Eirlys’ means 'snowdrop' it transliterating
as 'snowlily': eira meaning 'snow' and lys 'lily
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Some interesting facts about Primroses:
The name derives from the Latin prima rosa meaning 'first
rose' of the year, despite not being a member of the rose
family
April 19th is traditionally known as Primrose Day, marking
the death of Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli on April 19
1881. Queen Victoria sent primroses to his funeral. Her
primrose wreath bore a note saying “his favourite flower”.
In 1883 the Conservative political organisation the
‘Primrose League’ was founded in memory of Disraeli, it
survived for apx 100 yrs.
Primroses are edible: the leaves can be used to make tea and
wine from early flowers.
According to an old English superstition a child who ate a
Primrose might see a fairy.
In Germany it was thought that the first girl to find a primrose at Easter would marry that year.
The Scottish Primrose is purple and very scarce.
April, and up through the nests of last years dead grasses
come the pale yellow loveliness that is the Primrose. Argyll
becomes both carpeted and cushioned with primroses at this
time of year. They are everywhere. Along the canal banks
and lanes, in the woodlands and sunny hillsides. Sometimes
small and just a flower or two at others great mounds of
flowers numbering 80+.

“A frog he would a-wooing go ..”
(Although really these are toads)
A frog he would a-wooing
go,
Heigh ho! says Rowley,
A frog he would a-wooing
go,
Whether his mother would
let him or no.
With a rowley, powley*,
gammon, and spinach,
Heigh ho! says Anthony
Rowley.
Bufo Bufo - The Common Toad
I like toads, they seem to have such wise and lugubrious faces. However, these two just look, & probably feel, slightly
foolish, in the middle of a grassy path in the middle of the
afternoon being interrupted by dogs & I.
Having been nearly trodden on, and had noses stuffed into
their faces I thought I would move them out of the way so
put them down near a drainage ditch.
Some years I go on another dog walk I came across a dark
brown lump in the middle of the path. Thinking that it was
a pile of dried dog poop, I scooted it off the path with the
side of my boot, where upon it suddenly grew arms and legs.

The motto of the Scottish Clan Primrose is Fide et Fiducia
(By Faith and Trust).
Shakespeare introduced the phrase “the primrose path” or
“the primrose way” to signify a lazy and pleasant route
through life.
The Greeks called the primrose “flower of the 12
gods” (dodecatheon) through a belief in its power to heal
diseases including paralysis.
I can still hear the ‘Eeeeeeeeeee!’ as it spun and tumbled towards the long grasses.
Did you know that the Common Toad can life for 10-12
years?
I recorded my sighting of this pair on the Amphibian & Reptile Conservation website https://www.arc-trust.org/

First verse of the poem/song www.wordsforlife.org.uk/frog-he-would-wooing
-go do read the rest
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#slowinstagram & the cows
Over the winter I have been feeding the last two of the herd of pedigree
Highland cattle that mum and dad used to breed. They are Steers
(castrated males) and called Callum & Tearlich, which is Gaelic for
Charlie, and pronounced with a ‘ch’ noise rather than a ‘T’.
Having ignored them for most of their lives – I preferred the sheep,
especially the Herdwicks, as they were smaller and didn’t have big
horns – I’ve become very fond of these old boys. Callum is 17 and Tearlich about 14. They were both born on the hill and when the time
comes, they will both die on the hill. Tearlich’s mum, Freya, aged 19+
died during the summer last year. I found her, lying down and looking
as though she was asleep in the sun.
I have been taking short videos of the cows – ‘Wittering wearing wellies in a wheelbarrow – I heard from my niece, a Dr in a London hospital, that she shared them with her team as a moment of calm on a busy shift. They have fans as far afield as Vancouver & California as well as London and Lochgilphead where their youngest fan, William
aged 2, lives.

You can find these little videos in
the highlights section on my Instagram account @Needlesmiths.
(Now I Witter in Wellies Whilst
Walking Woofers instead)

A few Highland Cow Facts:
The Highland cow is the oldest registered breed of cow with the first
recorded herd-book dating from 1885. They originate from the West
of Scotland and are exceptionally hardy. Perfectly adapted to living
in harsh climates courtesy of a double coat of hair. The outside layer
is oily and coarse - the longest of any cattle breed - covering a downy
undercoat. On wet days if you slide your fingers into their coats you
can feel how warm & dry they are underneath, in spite the rain.
Their coats, and a natural ability to gain sustenance from poor grazing on the hills, mean that they can cope with strong winds and heavy
rainfall, able to live outside all year round and calve outside too.
They have the longest natural life span of cows - around 20 years –
and have a gentle temperament and friendly nature, often approaching for an ear scratch. Dad used to stand in the yard and the cows
would lick his legs so that he’d have to come in to dry off and change
his trousers!
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New Ecovibe goodies

A new kid on the block are these compostable sponges. Made from plant cellulose and in the UK they are suitable for
dishes and faces. As they come in packs
of two I’ve put one in the kitchen and
one in the bathroom in the hopes that it
will cure Mr B of his fondness for those
awful plastic body puff thingies!

Currently having two dogs to tidy up after meant that we had run
out of bags quicker than normal, which was a good excuse to have
a browse on the EcoVibe website and see what is new since I was
last there.
These Beco Bags - for dogs - we will also be using them in the compost caddy as they are suitable for home composting. I also got
some large compostable bags for the bin.
I spied these “Unpaper” towels by Tabitha Eve. Made from
biodegradable, birdseye cotton in the UK - Wales to be precise.
They come in a simple cardboard sleeve. With all the information about washing and drying and manufacture etc printed
on it. I have long despaired of Mr B’s addiction to using paper
towels for mopping up spills in the kitchen. As he hasn’t been
able to go shopping for the last few weeks at last we don’t have
any in the house. I’m hoping that by putting these cloths in a
pretty basket in the same
place as the kitchen towel
holder he’ll start to use
them. I’ll let you know...

And a fresh new coconut scrub pad to
replace the well used one that is now on
the compost heap. Can highly recommend these btw, they don’t scratch and
are excellent scrubbers, even on the oven.

As always everything arrived very
quickly in a small, sturdy reusable/
recyclable cardboard box with a little
bit of paper stuffing. There was absolutely no plastic in my parcel. Loved it!

A Smol update ….

Smol laundry & dish washer capsules …. Now comes in cardboard boxes.
I’ve been using Smol for some time now and interviewed Paula for a previous Journal. A new box arrives as if by magic in the post just as I’m coming
to the end of the last box. Previously they came in a plastic (recyclable &
made from recycled material) box inside a cardboard box. Now however,
after taking a year to develop, they have launched a new 100% continuously recyclable, child safe & water tight box. Printed with vegetable inks &
FSC certified board, it cuts down on materials and cuts out all plastic.
If you use this wee link for a free trial smol.refr.cc/needlesmiths I’ll get 50%
off my next box. Every little helps!
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Procrastination
Pigeon...

A study of behavioural patterns of pigeons
through delayed reward suggests that procrastination is not unique to humans but can also be
observed in some other animals. There are
experiments finding clear evidence for
"procrastination" among pigeons, which show
that pigeons tend to choose a complex but
delayed task rather than an easy but hurry-up
one.

nothing, bad things don’t happen’.
Which is sort of true, but it also means
that good things won’t happen either.
Or that it will cost something, time,
opportunity, money.
A
A survey in 2015 found that on average, a person
very good example of this
loses over 55 days per year procrastinating,
is that procrastinating (for
wasting around 218 minutes every day on doing unim- almost superstitious reasons – don’t ask!) about
portant things.[1] Here’s the maths:
getting my passport re218 minutes/day x 365 = 79570 minutes = 55.3 days
newed, cost me an extra
£101.50 and nearly cost me the opporThe information above is one reason for tunity to go to Lapland. (It’s irrelevant
not procrastinating – what a lot of now that coronavirus got in the way
wasted time, nearly 2 months of the and cancelled the trip, it was a close
year. I’ve been procrastinating about call.)
writing my novel for more than 10
years. Although that’s partly because Another solution seems to be writing
I’ve finished it in my head and moved down a list of what needs to be done.
on to the sequel.
The tasks that would be avoided, to
keep them to the forefront of one’s
I procrastinated today by doing a ques- mind and focus on them. I stopped
tionnaire about procrastination whilst I writing lists a year or two back as I felt
was doing some reading about procras- I didn’t ever get to the end of them. I
tinating to write a short piece about would write lists of the lists I need to
how not to procrastinate …
write. Perhaps I should start again but
with a little more focus & planning,
Some of the things the articles suggest rather than simply a mile long list of
is to set deadlines and goals. I had everything including aaaall the chores.
thought that by setting
a publication date Causes of procrastination among students include:
(deadline) and announce Lack of motivation. Low self-confidence. Fear of failure.
But this can also be the result of long term
it publicly, that I would
procrastination – chicken & egg
achieve
my
goal
(publication on time) I haven’t
achieved this for the second edition in a I asked Mrs Google which animal is the
row. Still I dither, still I find I’m reluc- most focussed, she replied:
tant to knuckle down. Then the process Eagles. All birds of prey have excellent longstops being something joyous and be- distance vision, but eagles stand out. They can
comes a burden, an onerous task. One I see clearly about eight times as far as humans
can, allowing them to spot and focus in on
have failed at before I have begun be- a rabbit or other animal at a distance of about
cause I have missed my own deadline. I two miles.
allow other things to take priority, Maybe the answer to how not to prowhich makes me very cross with myself. crastinate is to be more eagle, to focus
And, now that I am sitting down con- more on the prize, concentrate on the
centrating and not allowing myself to end results and to be a lot less pigeon.
be distracted it has become joyous once
more. However, to get to
this point I had to clean
the kitchen, tidy the
sitting room, put a washing on, walk the dogs
and chat with my mother …

Are you a procrastinator or are you
more proactive? Why do we procrastinate when it’s things we want to do?
Things we enjoy doing? For example, I
love writing this journal but I put it off,
and off again and then off a bit more.
I write much in my head whilst driving,
cooking or walking the dogs. Some bits

Reading that procrastination can have a negative impact on health,
both mental and physical has been interesting.
Also, that it can be an
act of self-sabotage. Apparently, that “By doing

noun - the action of delaying or
postponing something.
From Wikipedia:

Procrastination is the avoidance of doing a task
that needs to be accomplished by a certain
deadline. It could be further stated as a habitual
or intentional delay of starting or finishing a
task despite knowing it might have negative
consequences. It is a common human experience involving delay in everyday chores or even
putting off salient tasks such as attending an
appointment, submitting a job report or academic assignment, or broaching a stressful
issue with a partner. Although typically perceived as a negative trait due to its hindering
effect on one's productivity often associated
with depression, low self-esteem, guilt and
inadequacy; it can also be considered a wise
response to certain demands that could present
risky or negative outcomes or require waiting
for new information to arrive…

I remember to use other bits are lost to
the winds. Then when I sit down and
concentrate I wonder why I haven’t
done it sooner.

Be Less Pigeon,

Be More Eagle
(& get a grip!)
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From Wikipedia : The word(s) of the year, sometimes capitalized as "Word(s) of the Year" and abbreviated "WOTY" (or
"WotY"), refers to any of various assessments as to the most
important word(s) or expression(s) in the public sphere during
a specific year.
The German tradition, Wort des Jahres was started in 1971.
The American Dialect Society's Word of the Year is the oldest
English-language version, and the only one that is announced
after the end of the calendar year, determined by a vote of
independent linguists, and not tied to commercial interest.
[citation needed] However, various other organizations also
announce Words of the Year for a variety of purposes.
It has become increasingly popular to choose an Individual
word for the year. As an example Susannah Conway,
www.susannahconway.com/ has a workbook dedicated to
reviewing your past year, then looking forward to your
next year and delving into what will be meaningful to you.

Choosing a Word of the Year v’s
making a New Year’s Resolution.
Instead of a rigid New Year’s Resolution, a Word of the
Year sets an intention. It is a constant, a gentle reminder,
a focus for making positive changes. The aim is to use it to
help guide your decisions, to bring more awareness to your
intentions and continue moving towards what you want.
There is definitely no sense of the ‘failure’ that a resolution
can engender. It’s a one word, carrot not a list of sticks.
The idea is, that once you have decided on your Word, you
write it down. Put it onto a post-it-note, create a Canva
graphic, doodle it on the front of your diary, make it your
screen saver. Place it somewhere you will see it regularly,
to keep it in the forefront of your mind, to guide your actions, to help with focus and decision making.

It quickly became clear that my word was going to be Create. I couldn’t get past it. I tried other words, but they
didn’t fit. They were too big, or too ‘grand’, or too narrow,
too tight a fit, or too loose and flabby. Rather like the
chair, the porridge and the bed, it had to be Just Right.
Therefore, Create it is, and all versions of the word: Creativity, Creative, Creation, Created, Creates. (Although
when you say it too often it becomes a nonsense word.)

I didn’t have the time or emotional space to do that this
year, but I did spend time, especially whilst walking dogs,
thinking about what it could be. What word could I write
on a post-it note that would help to bring focus and clarity
to what I wanted to do in 2020? Where was my business
going? Given my various responsibilities was I going to
still have a business? What did I need to change compared
to last year? It is my 50th year, was that going to be a facCreativity is all about thinking in new and different ways.
tor? What is it I want to do.
It can involve storytelling and expressing emotion, it’s also
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about problem-solving, idea generating and thinking through any barriers holding them back launching their
own business, to do Creativity Coaching to help others find
‘outside the box’.
a creative outlet, to help with mental health. I firmly beI wrote on large pieces of paper headings, Home, Relationlieve that everyone can be creative. So I want to help othships, Work/Business, Myself. I used large pieces of paper
and wrote it all out. What did the word mean to me? How “~it’s about creating a mantra to help
was I going to use it?
I asked Mrs Google for her interpretation of ‘Create’:

guide your daily actions and become
a better version of yourself.” – Katie of

Cerate, historically simple cerate, (from Latin cera "wax") is
mountainmodernlife.com
an unctuous preparation for external application, of a consistency intermediate between that of an ointment and a plaster. It can be spread upon cloth without the use of heat, but ers do that in their life and work. And also to create &
develop other strands to Needlesmiths and develop my
does not melt when applied to the skin.

Once I realised that I had mistyped I tried again and got:
verb
1.
bring (something) into existence.
"he created a thirty-acre lake"
Opposite: dismantle
2.
INFORMAL•BRITISH
make a fuss; complain.
"little kids create because they hate being ignored"
Home: I want to create a warm comfortable home that
I’m proud of, I want to finish all of those little niggly bits
that remain undone. Make the curtains for the guest bedroom. Tidy up, and tidy out, to feel less cluttered.
Relationships, this is about creating time and space, to
send with Mr B and with friends. To create boundaries
between work time and down time.
Work/Business; This was a tough one. I started by listing
all the things that I do. Did I still want to do them? How
do I create a viable business around other commitments.
What to stop and what to keep but also what to add.
There are plans to do more new business coaching. Coaching that helps people develop their creative skills and work

own artwork.
Me - this is always the hardest. As I’m the first to admit I
put myself last. So I mean to Create time that is my time.
To do some of the things I end up not doing - reading magazines in the sunshine for example. To sew for me and not
for ‘work’.
One of the best websites to help you find your word of the
year I’ve found is this one. mountainmodernlife.com/word
-of-the-year/ If you don’t have one yet and would like to
find one for the rest of the year it is a good one to work
through.
If you have a word for this year, it maybe that you need to
change it to reflect the ‘new normal’. Your business model, for
better or worse, is likely to be different now. Within all the
difficulties of the current situation this might be a chance for
you to reflect on your business and services. What can you do
instead? As well as? Change? Or maybe it’s a time to reflect
and take stock? Figure out what you want to really do next.
Think Creatively about your future. I know that I’ve been
doing that a lot recently. The good weather we’re having here
helps make the future look bright, it might be a different outlook if it were perpetually grey and rainy.
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Is there anything better than spending an afternoon doing something creative whilst chatting with friends and eating cake? I don’t
think so. That’s how my CreativiTea afternoons came about. The first one was on the
29th of February and, to my surprise, and delight, 17 people came along and turn fabric
scraps and my recycling into pretty things
with fabric decoupage. Vases from orange
juice cartons, and a hot chocolate tub, storage
containers from biscuit tubes, cereal packet
filing boxes, pretty plant pots from tins. Lots
of rummaging through a wicker kist of scrap
fabric, and rattling through boxes of buttons went on.
A break for
tea,
scones
and
cakes.
Everyone
went
away
with at least
one completed
project
and
ideas
and
scraps for doing
more
when they got
home.

The feedback was very positive and I’m looking forward
to the next ones.
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Circumstances beyond my control,
as they say, mean that these workshops have had to be postponed for
the foreseeable but I am hoping to
be able to run them again later on in
the year. Meanwhile I’m turning
these workshops into kits in boxes
and launched the Creativitea Craft
Kits in April. see page 16. I have
included a second Quick Make this
quarter with a how to do fabric, or
paper, decoupage to upcycle your
recycling on page 24
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A Hub of Creativity

In early February I went to the Craignish Village
Hall in Ardfern to meet with Lucy, Jo & Tiziana to
talk about the Hub at Craignish that they were setting up in Hall 3. Jo & Lucy have both moved their
studios - upholstery & silver respectively - to the Hall
so that they don’t work in isolation at home. It was
a lovely couple of hour discussing possible projects,
collaborations and ideas.
One of the ideas which we put into place immediately was to start a second WRENS group. WRENS Women’s Rural Enterprise Network Scotland, is a
women in business group that I started in Lochgilphead about 3 years ago. We held the first Ardfern
meeting in February. Then Coronavirus has got in
the way and we’ve postponed meetings for now.
When the lockdown is lifted I know that the members of the Hub will be keen to welcome everyone
back.

“The Hub in Craignish is a welcoming space and support network for local creatives, home workers, small
businesses and anyone with a need. We aim to combat loneliness and social isolation, to promote community involvement, provide education and employment opportunities as well as practical business and
emotional support.
We aim to do this by: providing studio / office space.
organising a series of workshops, talks and other
events to promote education and skills development,
facilitating collaboration and networking amongst
our members and the wider community
encouraging new ideas and emerging talent with a
focus on the young people in our community
developing an online platform for marketing and selling services and products made in our community
Email us at: thehub@ardfern.net.”

“You can’t use up creativity,” she stresses. “The
more you use, the more you have. It is our shame and
our loss when we discourage people from being creative. We set apart those people who should not be set
apart, people whom we assume don’t have a so-called
artistic temperament, and that is stupid.
“Too often creativity is smothered rather than nurtured.
There has to be a climate in which new ways of thinking, perceiving, questioning are encouraged. People
also have to feel they are needed.”
1982 Maya Angelou during an interview for Bell Telephone Magazine
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What is creativity?
“Creativity is the ability of a person or group to make something new and useful or valuable, or the process of making
something new and useful or valuable. It happens in all areas
of life - science, art, literature and music. As a personal ability it is very difficult to measure.” says Wikipedia
Being creative has been scientifically proven to aid wellbeing and benefit your mental & physical health. It can
decrease anxiety, stress and mood disturbances, even boost
your immune system. Doing a creative activity just once a
day can lead to a more positive state of mind. It can help
you become a better problem solver in all aspects of life and
work. Creativity can help you to see things differently and
to deal with uncertainty. Completing something creative
can give you a sense of purpose which can lead to feelings
of accomplishment and provide an instantaneous boost of
pride and positivity.
Creativity doesn’t have to be ‘arty’ or ‘crafty’ (or ‘farty’!),
you don’t have to be able to draw or paint. You don’t need
to have lots of specialist or expensive equipment either.

else.
When next at the beach draw or write in the sand, arrange
a pile of pebbles in the garden into a pleasing pattern or
gather leaves and arrange them by colour and size. Take
inspiration for the work of Andrew Goldsworthy whose

It can be writing in a diary, journal or notebook – start outdoor artwork is often transient & insubstantial, it will
with observations of the room you’re in or look out of the not stand the test of time but is remembered in a photowindow and describe the view, if you don’t know where to graph.
start.

In America in 1994, the Craft & Hobby Association invent-

Cooking a meal, baking a cake or making biscuits is also a ed National Craft Month (it’s March btw). In the begincreative activity with the added bonus of being able to eat ning, it was designed to help people discover and develop
your results.

their creativity and learn about the crafts world and it’s
many benefits. This is an American celebration I think we
should adopt post haste. A much more positive one than
Black Friday for example.
I was becoming increasingly worried about the amount of

‘stuff’ that there is in the world and I was feeling that I
was adding to the excess by making lampshades. I had
also noticed a few years ago when I went to the Kirsty Allsopp Handmade Fair in Warwickshire that many people
were more interested in the doing and making that in the
done and made. I’ve been wondering how to turn what I
do into kits ever since. Then at Christmastime last year I
had an idea for some advent calendar bunting but it was
too late in the year to produce it so I thought I would save
it until the autumn this year. Then in the early hours one
morning- which is when all the best ideas arrive - it came
to me to box up the plans for my Creativitea afternoons
Five minutes of doodling on the faces in a magazine or
newspaper can be relaxing, and often amusing, or simply
colouring in all the ‘o’s or ‘b’s in a paragraph can remove
your mind from what is troubling it, focus it on something

into kits so here we are at the Creativitea Craft Kits page 20
a chance to make something, have a cup of tea and to eat
cake or biscuits to make to enjoy whilst you’re being creative.
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Just as I had launched the series of monthly Creativitea
Workshops, I had to stop because of the Coronavirus pandemic. All planned workshops have had to be postponed
for the foreseeable future, so until they can be rescheduled
(realistically I suspect it’ll be next year, one way or another) I have started to put some creative workshops in a box.
I have been planning kit boxes for a while but hadn’t
thought I would be launching them before the autumn as
the ones I have designed are very Christmas orientated.

Those will still be coming out, but later in the year. There
are currently six different kits, with more to come. I can
also make up a kit specifically for a particular activity/
person/picture so do get in touch if there is something specific that you’d like. All of these kits are suitable for all
ages and abilities - although I will stress that these kits are
not toys as they contain sharp items, small pieces and glue
that could be a choking hazard.

Fabric Decoupage to upcycle the recycling - especially
as recycling isn’t being recycled in many areas of the country
currently. This is an ideal way to make attractive storage
boxes out of cereal packets, vases out of juice cartons and
houseplant pots from milk containers, pen pots from tins.
The collection of fabrics, buttons and trims, and glue, contained in this box is enough for several projects.
This was the first Creativitea Afternoon Workshop see page
14 and there’s a wee guide to how to do it on page 16.

Fabric Collage
When I first started to ‘make’ art, rather than just homewares, I was very inspired by the work of Janet Bolton, and
I began creating pictures using fabric collage. I’m very fond
of piecing small scraps of fabric together to make a design or
picture.
One of the most popular sessions on my Beginners Sewing
workshops is a fabric collage/applique cushion cover. All of
the materials for making the front of the cover with instructions on how to make the back too, are contained in these
kits.
I don’t know about you but I’m finding that small projects
more achievable and less daunting just now. So I have designed these two kits with that in mind and so they won’t
take very long to complete.
These two simple designs can be stitched by machine or by
hand.
You can always add more stitching additional elements to
the designs if you wish to.
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shades. There are more colours in these packs of paint
than in the range I buy for painting lampshades, which
After fabric collage, came fabric painting which, as you
know, I now do a lot of. I had some of my designs screen also come in bight primary colours but I mix them togethprinted onto tea towels, cushion covers and shopping/tote er and dilute to achieve different shades.
bags, which I paint and stitch. They are now available as These three kits contain the paints, instructions and the
kits too. Although these paint tubes are designed for chil- ethically produced cotton tea towel or bag for painting.
dren and the colour range is a bit bright, they are easy to
mix together to make a wide variety of more subtle

Fabric Painting

You can buy the kits by contacting me
directly via email needlesmiths@mail.com
On the Needlesmiths Facebook Shop
Or on ScotlandbyMail.com and searching
for Needlesmiths
I can send the kits as a gift and include
one of my hand painted cards and your
message. There is an additional £3 for the card.

Prices
Fabric Collage Needlesmiths Creativitea Kit - Regatta

£19.50

Fabric Collage Needlesmiths Creativitea Kit - Spring

£19.50

Fabric Decoupage Needlesmiths Creativitea Craft Kit

£14.50

Paint a tea towel Needlesmiths Creativitea Craft Kit - Puffins

£17.50

Design & Paint a tea towel Needlesmiths Creativitea Craft Kit

£15.50

Paint a Tote bag Needlesmiths Creativitea Craft Kit - Regatta

£17.50

Princes include UK postage.
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Make Aprons
From a Pair of Jeans
Cut the legs of a pair of old jeans, leaving you with a pair of shorts.
Cut out the crotch and the zip so that you can lay open the jeans.

Using plate or saucer draw rounded corners
Cut a matching shape from the lining fabric.

Pin & sew together, leaving the top edge open.

Turn the right way round .
Top stitch the lining to the jeans, along the top edge. (go
slowly across the belt loops to prevent the needle breaking) & press
Thread a scarf or an old belt, or make a co-ordinating
strap, through the loops to wear.

Catriona modelling her
newly made apron at a recent Sew What you Want to
workshop.
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Using the leg/s of the jeans make an pinafore apron.
Cut the thick seam out, turn them upside down so that the hem makes the top of the apron.
Fold the leg in half and cut out a
scoop shape.

Hem the edges

Tip: Cut tiny triangles in the
seam allowance around the arm
holes to help you to stitch the
curve smoothly.
Top stitch the hems using a contrasting coloured thread and/or
pattern stitch

Use rope or ribbon for the straps.
Top stitch a patch pocket on the front
Trim with ribbon or lace
Press all seams to finish

A group of my Junior Needles some years ago
modelling their aprons made from jeans.
Little G on the far left is now my very much
more grown up Workshop Elf!
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Off The BOOKSHELF
Playing Big by Tara Mohr. This had been recommended by a couple of people so I bought the
audiobook, via Google books , as I know it was something that I would listen to, rather than sit
down and read. However, I found it so insightful and inspiring that I bought the book too so
that I could mark sections, highlight relevant paragraphs, reread bits. TM talks about how to
replace self-doubt, inadequacy, and worry with confidence, self worth & courage.
She gives examples, using her clients experiences to demonstrate changes in behaviour and attitude. There are practical exercises too, easier to do from the
paper book than the audio book especially if you’re listening
whilst driving or feeding the cows…
With chapters on subjects such as Quieting the Inner Critic,
Discovering Your Inner Mentor, Unhooking from Praise and
Criticism and Leaping – one which really spoke to me – this
book can appeal to all women for whom playing bigger might
making a career change, starting or growing a business, or reclaiming a creative passion or making a big personal change.
I found it enlightening and inspirational, it will be a book that I will return to many
times.
Two Merchant and Mills sewing books purchased courtesy of a Christmas gift
voucher, then delayed because they weren’t in stock so that when they arrived it
came as a complete surprise, Christmas all over again.
They are lovely books, very stroke-able, very robust, real work and reference
books, designed for much handling and wear and tear.
The Sewing Book has fifteen projects in it, homewares as well as clothing. PartI is
a guide to terms, techniques with Part2 taking you from a simple project through
to more complicated ones building on skills learned in the previous item.
The Workbook contains patterns for six classic shaped garments to create a very
stylish multi-layered all seasons wardrobe. Full-size patterns are provided with
style variations for some of the designs. The blurb says that ‘the aim of this book is
to move beyond simplicity and dare the maker to develop new skills’.
Both books have beautiful atmospheric photographs for each item as well has hand
drawn illustrations and detailed instructions, with a distinctly vintage style.

And extremely readable, when concentration is limited, anything by Jeffrey
Archer. Whatever your thoughts on his politics or why he went to jail or his
failed businesses, he can write page turning books. His first novel came out
in 1975 and he has amassed a catalogue of over 45 books now. I have recently read ‘Tell Tale’ although I don’t read a lot of books of short stories
(they’re not long enough ) it didn’t require too much concentration or energy to remember who was who, or doing what. followed by ‘Shall we tell the
President’.
And I’m listening (via BorrowBox the library app) to ‘Heads you Win’
which I shall miss in an hour or so’s time when it finishes. I think I might
have read it before, however, rather like the comforting Dick (&Felix) Francis novels, it really doesn’t matter. Also I find that listening to a book and
reading the book, it often seems like a different book...
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MARCH

19th Poetry & the Creative Mind day

Wednesdays 4th & 11th
Paint & stitch a lampshade
4th Scrapbooking Industry Day

21st World Creativity and Innovation Day

5th World Book Day
6th Dress in blue day (just like most days for me!)
8th International Women’s Day
20th World Storytelling Day
21st World Poetry Day
Saturday 28th Creativitea Afternoon
2-5pm MS Centre Lochgilphead

22nd Earth Day
25th Creativitea Afternoon
Saturday 25th Creativitea Afternoon
2-5pm MS Centre Lochgilphead
29th Stop Wasting Food day
MAY
Wednesdays 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th
Sew what you want to
Evenings 6-9pm MS Centre Lochgilphead

APRIL

1st Global Love Day

Wednesdays 8th, 15th, 22nd, & 29th
Sew what you want to
Evenings 6-9pm MS Centre Lochgilphead

20th World Bee Day

2nd International Children’s Book Day
17th Haiku Poetry Day

3rd World Laughter Day
21st Notebook Day
Saturday 30th Creativitea Afternoon
2-5pm MS Centre Lochgilphead

Have you heard?
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000f5g1 BBC Radio4
One to One interview
The architect Elise Elsie Owusu speaks to Lady Hale, President of the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom from
2017 to 2020. They discuss the refurbishment of the Supreme Court building, ‘Middlesex Guildhall’ which stands in
London's Parliament Square. A really interesting discussion between architect & client, the challenges they met,
and how they overcame them. They talk about the art and
craft work that
was included and
how this quote
from Eleanor Roosevelt;
“Justice
cannot be for one
side alone, but
must be for both.”
was incorporated
to great effect.

PODCAST: Letters from a hopeful creative
Creative coaches Sara Tasker and Jen Carrington discuss
quandaries and
conundrums experienced by creative
businesses. They
offer advice, give
examples and
share their experiences in answer to
the letters sent in
by listeners.

They also both have individual podcasts that are well
worth listening to if you want to develop your creative life
and business.
Sara Tasker : Me&Orla
Jen Carrington : JenCarrington
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dirty, esp covered in mud

A seasonal word

Clarty

Galanthophile
A passionate collector of
snowdrops.

10 Sewing Truisms
1.

My soul is fed with needle and thread (along with tea and cake).

2.

I am not a hoarder. I just need a bigger craft room (an extension to my studio/
cabin would be very useful).

3.

No, my sewing room is not messy. I just have everything out on display. Like a
museum. (which drives my Workshop Elf mad).

4.

I’m working on my PhD (projects half done) in sewing (at least that is what I
should be doing. Thumb-twiddling will cease immediately).

5.

Fabric is so addictive that it should be a controlled substance (although it’s impossible to overdose as you can never ever have too much).

6.

All I need today is a little bit of chocolate and a whole lot of fabric (make that every day).

7.

You never know what you have until you clean your craft room (Then it has to
‘stay out on display’ so that you remember you have it).

8.

Sewing: The art of searching for items you just had two seconds ago (Yep – it’s the
Sewing room Poltergeist, [or the Workshop Elf]).

9.

The Sewing Room Obstacle Course should be an Olympic event. (especially if said
sewing room also contains two dogs…).

10. You haven’t had enough coffee until you can thread a sewing machine while it’s
running (or you need more tea & cake).
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Did you see?
Secrets of the Museum
This really is a must watch, if only this episode for the
charm of Pumpie and the history behind this much loved
toy elephant.
As always with fascinating series like this, it wasn’t on
for long enough, there were only six episodes. I could
have watched a new episode every day, but, it does say
‘Series 1’ so fingers crossed that there will be another
one. The other episodes include clothing, sculpture, jewellery, books, Frankenstein's Monster and a weird glass
chandelier. A fascinating look behind the scenes and the
incredible work of the V&A conservationists. Never mind
the sheer number things that the museum holds safely
for the nation, it rather made me wonder why the Dundee V&A had such a paltry and motley selection of objects on display. As for the logistics of storage and cataloguing in
advance of moving premises. The sheer scale of the exercise is mind boggling & blowing in equal measure. https://
www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000f1xp/secrets-of-the-museum-series-1-episode-1

The Great Pottery Throw Down
From the same stable as the Great British Bake Off and Sewing Bee is the
Great Pottery Throw Down. This series is hosted by Melanie Sykes and the
judges are Keith Brymer-Jones & Sue Pryke, both very experienced, knowledgeable and talented potters, & Sue has a great range of tunic type tops &
dresses. Yes it is another ‘reality’ tv show and yes it is another competition
show but, in the same way as the others, the competitors compete more
against themselves than each
other. Everyone encourages,
sympathises and help each other out. There is such a great deal of skill
involved. The weekly tasks are varied and interesting, several nail biting
moments when kiln doors are opened. And, as always, Keith BrymerJones will brim over, as he is moved to tears by the work of the contestants. It’s such a feel good programme. This is Series 3 so there’s a good
few programmes to catch up with if this is new to you.
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/the-great-pottery-throw-down
And not a ‘Did You See?’ but a ‘You MUST See’, date for
your diary … The Great British Sewing Bee comes back
to our screens for Series 6.
On BBC2, from Wednesday
22nd April at 9pm, for 10
weeks.
I’m looking forward to this
immensely and I would love
right word? Adornment? Necklet? Torque? Collar?) and
to know who made Esme’s
am now working out how to make something similar… it
lovely necklace (although
might even become a kit… https://www.bbc.co.uk/
that doesn’t seem to be the
programmes/m000hk4v
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Fabric decoupage a storage box
The first of the Creativitea Afternoons was upcycling the recycling.
Turning some rubbish into something useable again. Particularly
helpful at this time when our recycling is often being put into landfill, when money is be tight and activities are in short supply.
You don’t need much equipment for this,
project - some rubbish, some fabric/buttons/
ribbon, a small piece of sandpaper and some
white pva/school glue, scissors, a pen & ruler. Possibly some thin wire or needles &
thread - optional.
This is a great project for using up scraps
from other projects and you could use scrap
paper too. Even newspaper torn into pieces
and pasted every which way makes interesting pattern.
To make a small filing box for letters or
leaflets etc. I used a dog biscuit box. You can
make larger versions for magazines, school
folders etc. using cereal packets.

Measure down from the
top and up from the
bottom apx a quarter of
the length of the box, and
make a mark, on the front
and back.

Lightly sand the surface of
the box—this will break
up the printing ink , helping the glue to stick.
Then using small pieces of
fabric or paper, patchwork
them on to the box with
the edges overlapping
slightly and pasting down
with the glue.

Join the two marks diagonally across the front and
the back of the box & horizontally across the sides.
Cut along the lines to
make two equal sized boxes. Tape the top closed.

Keep going until all sides of the
box are covered in a patchwork of
fabric pieces & finish the edges
off with a piece of ribbon, or cut a
piece of contrasting fabric. Leave
to dry.

Once dried, add a button to help pull your file off
the shelf. Make two holes in the cardboard with a
sharp point/needle. Thread thin wire through the
button, give one small twist and then poke the
ends through the holes in the cardboard & twist or
sew it on with needle an thread. Add a small piece
of tape on the other side to keep the ends tidy.

And that’s it. A brand new filing
box from a piece of rubbish.
Cover tins to make pen or flowerpots, old fruit juice cartons make
great vases, the bottoms of plastic
bottles make pretty flower pots.
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Going to a craft class in Lapland … Electronically
Hugely disappointed to have to postpone the exchange to Finland and Sweden last month the three of us nevertheless
decided to get together to do a craft class. Katarina from Jokkmokk in Sweden sews and makes traditional Sami clothing, and homewares using reindeer leather, antler, embroidery and , Julia lives in Roveniemi in Finland where she & her
husband run a guest house and run classes in traditional activities, herding reindeer, cooking & eating
local food, and crafts which use reindeer leather &
antler.
An intriguing little parcel arrived in the post a few
weeks ago full of tiny beads and interesting looking
silvery cord. We arranged a evening that we could
all get together online and Julia taught us how to
braid the silver/tin cord decorating it with little silvery beads. Before stitching it with invisible thread
to the reindeer leather strap. It fastens with a tiny
antler horn button.

I was fascinated by the silver/tin
cord which is spiraled around a
core of cotton thread, and holds
its shape when plaited together.
I kept thinking that it was going
to spring apart but actually it
holds itself together once twisted.
Two hours absolutely flew by as
we worked and chatted but there
was also silence as we concentrated on our bracelets.
Katarina and I were very proud
of our achievements.

Once familiar with he technique and materials much more
complicated braiding can be achieved, like this on the left
which are available in Julia’s online shop.
I will be sending a project to Sweden and Finland so that
we can get together again and do some more craft work
and sharing of skills.
Then when travel restrictions are lifted I still have an
amazing trip to look forward to, and this time I will be
travelling to visit friends, which makes it a whole lot less
scary!

You can find Julia here : https://www.laurihouse.com/
And Katarinas work here : https://www.duodjebykss.com/duodje
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Coffee with another creative
Morag & I, plus another friend, shared an exhibition space for a
pop up shop and exhibition at Craignish Village Hall in July
2019 and we haven’t stopped talking since.
Morag first worked as a designer in London in the 1980s on many
projects around the City. Before coming back to Scotland and
working with organisations combining art with healthcare. For
several years Morag was a lecturer in community education. Now
she paints and creates fulltime from her home in Perthshire. A
regular visitor to the west coast of Scotland Morag takes inspiration from the scenery, Islands and shores around Argyll. Recently she has been concentrating on smaller items combining recycled textiles and driftwood to make a range of jewellery.
Where are we meeting & Why here?
The Boathouse, on the Isle of Ulva. The views are out of this
world, it is a perfect place to spend time with people you want to
spend time with, and I can honestly say I can totally switch off
here.
What will you have?
Just me and time to talk listen and share.
cards, and prints. These are sold through lovely gift shops
around the UK who have seen me at trade shows.
I’ve completed design work for two businesses in Utah, in
America, one for an Alpaca farm and one for a lady that sells
wool. Both were great fun.
In my spare time I have researched, written and had published
two local history books.
I have two studios, a summer studio in Argyll and a winter one
up in the hills on the edge of Trossachs National Park... both
are small, but both have views from the window that are breathtaking. I’m surprised I get anything done.
What are you working on at the moment?
I’ve got four jewellery orders on the go at the moment, then I
hope to have a good month coming up with lots of new designs
for products, by then I hope to be back in Argyll painting in my
lovely studio by the sea drinking tea with you Kate, sharing
knowledge and helping each other!

Tell us a little bit about your business, what you do & where
you work
I am a painter, illustrator and designer. I paint for exhibitions
with art galleries mostly around Scotland but some in England
too and once in New York which was very exciting. I have
shown my work at the RSW (Royal Scottish Society of Painters
in Watercolour) and the RSA (Royal Society of Arts). I am
also a member of the (GSWA) Glasgow Society of Women Artists, but never seem to have time to exhibit.
I collect driftwood from the shores of Argyll with which I make
unique jewellery, and I design soft furnishings, stationery,
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If your Fairy Godmother were to give you three wishes
what would they be? Assuming that a
request for world peace is a given!
1 Health for family into old age
2 Kindness and love to and from others
3 Enough money to pay the bills for a roof over our heads... in
fact I would ask that is included in number 2 as a roof over
everyones heads
What would be your Desert Island must have?
Have family with me
Food
Water
and paper and matches to light a fire and make charcoal to
draw with.
Anything you’d like us to know? A guilty secret or special
plans, announcement?
Not a guilty secret, but I am working on a very exciting project
this year... a potentially happy secret!!
Do you have a favourite tool or material?
If it works out maybe you can talk about it in another isI love to use Arches watercolour paper for painting and old sue...!!!
Holland Watercolour paint or System 3 Acrylics/Golden
Acrylics if I’m feeling rich. Sometimes, I paint in oil and Morag’s work is published with, and can be purchased from:
Old Holland oil paint is just THE best.
www.naturalpartnersart.co.uk
I love to design from nothing. A piece of driftwood, old vintage www.morag-lloyds.co.uk/
fabric, broken china, found rusty objects ... I love things that Folksy: Folksy.com/shops/moraglloyds
have signs of age and would be discarded and so giving them Instagram: www.instagram.com/moraglloyds_art/
another life .. recycling at its
best...
We’re coming into spring
now, what are you most
looking forward to?
Sunny days collecting driftwood sketching by the sea and
exploring the western Isles, I
just love Argyll
What is inspiring you?
I am inspired by history, especially social history, how
our ancestors lived, marks left
from generations
before, like fingerprints. I
love to look and learn. I have
so much respect for the ways
of life which
must have been so hard, we
have so much to thank these
generations gone before. I also
love the sea and I love Islands
because to me they hold a moment in time where things
were quieter and simpler, I
love nature who doesn’t? and
right now I’m obsessed with
seeds, seed pods, regrowth,
hope, spring, summer.
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Crossing the River
A short story by Kate MacDonald

Four lanes wide, the bridge hangs from a
complex cat’s cradle of cables. Thousands of people cross daily without thinking or stopping to
look. No murmur of thanks for a safe passage.
The bridge is part of their lives, embroidered into
their journeys. No longer considered a miracle of
engineering and applauded for the speed it gave
to journeys, to time saved. It is part of the landscape now, simply an extension of the road.
Cursed should weather be too severe for crossing,
yet not praised when traversed unimpeded.

apex of the bridge. It wasn’t much to begin with
and had the bridge been painted on schedule, it
could have been stopped. So, the decay is going
unnoticed. A slow, creeping cancer of metal fatigue is spreading along each taut wire. Occasionally one steel thread will give way with a
gasp. Hot summers caused paint to blister. Saltwater, thrown up by newly strengthening winds,
finds its way through the cracked paint. Water
encroaches, freezes and splinters the concrete of
the piers. Internal steel bars embedded to fortify,
Lives are lived in perpetual motion, with no become wet and rusty, weakening and twisting
time to stand and stare. The era when boats fer- deep inside, invisible to the scurrying ants of huried passengers from one side to the other is for- man traffic. The impregnable is becoming vulgotten. Quite incomprehensible that time should nerable. With each winter storm the carefully
be wasted, spent moving slowly from one shore to calculated sway slowly increases as the bridge is
buffeted by wild winds. No-one realises the swing
another. It’s foot down, full speed across the
bridge that spans churning water, supported by is greater than the year before or hears the cables
creaking as they stretch farther than was allowed
giant concrete pillars rising mightily out of the
river, huge, invincible. From this solid, dependa- for.
ble construction the road hangs, delicately susThis vast icon of strength is slowly dying as
pended from silvery spider webs of steel threads. it stands. Once silently supportive, quietly assistLike Atlas, this structure supports and carries the ing people in their frantic lives, it is starting to
microcosm of life.
groan its death song.
The maintenance programme, initially strictly adhered to, has been cut to save money. The
annual check of cables ensuring they are all sound
and ring true, has become biennial, then, just occasionally. The summer application of anticorrosion paint becomes once every two years
then every three. The regular check on the nuts
and bolts no longer happens. This neglect, the
ignorance of Bean Counters, is slowly beginning
to tell. No-one is monitoring the traffic numbers;
no-one is checking load weights of the lorries that
thunder across. No-one is looking at the bigger
picture.
The weather is beginning to take its toll.
Wilder wetter winters, stronger storms, searing
suns are causing corrosion and rust high in the

The traffic is getting heavier: still more cars,
lorries, bigger, weightier than before. More silver
strands turn brown and give way. It is only a
matter of time before a whole cable snaps or
breaks from the bolts that secure them. Hasps
become friable with orange rust, no longer robust
or dependable. The bridge will only survive one
more winter as wild and cold as last year.
It is a cyclist who first registers the crack.
He travels across the bridge to work and knows
this path well. The sudden bump, causing the
handlebars to twist, disturbs his reverie; he glances over his shoulder but misses the gap. He continues on his way, his mind on the day ahead.
Next a young mother pushing her small
charge starts as the pram jerks in her hands when
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they cross the small gap. She looks down and
frowns but is distracted by the child crying, woken from its slumbers by the jolting of his pram.
His mother, starts to joggle the handle, bouncing
the wheels, hopes her baby will go back to sleep.
The sight of a crack in the pavement slips from
her mind.

his phone. Fishing around in the pockets of his
overalls, phone located, he presses buttons. His
mate has tickets for the big game tonight, can he
go? You betcha! He strolls off, his mind on the
match he thumbs his reply into the glowing
screen.

The crack starts to widen as it reaches the
tarmac of the road. It’s progress is insidious, a
snake moving in on its prey. Indiscernibly the rift
lengthens. Creeps towards the middle of the
southbound lane, parts the stripe of white paint
like a hot knife through butter. Speeding cars
barely register the tiny jolt as their tyres whizz
across the gap.

The tarmac starts to crumble and fall away, like
the pieces of a finished jigsaw broken up to be returned to its box. Desperately the man calls out
to the engineer, but he is too far away.

Another fracture is forming, growing, and disImperceptibly the crevice lengthens, deepens. torting the bridges surface. It moves faster than
The woman passes an elderly couple walking the first. The tarmac is thinner here, the result of
a poor repair with cheap materials. A casualty of
in the opposite direction, the man tall with military bearing, a shock of white hair, his wife small cutbacks.
and round, her grey hair in soft curls framing her
Suddenly there is a chink of light. Thrump.
face. They walk slowly, taking their time, he fit- Thrump. Car tyres begin to register the new gap.
ting his pace to her halting steps aided by a stick. Like long parted lovers the fissures race towards
The two parties pass each other, smile. The old
each other.
lady stumbles, clutching her husband’s arm as her
A jogger, eyes hidden by mirrored shades,
already uncertain footing finds the unexpected
concentrating on his breathing and pacing in time
fault in the path. He catches and steadies her.
to the music drumming in his ears, doesn’t notice
Pausing whilst she gathers herself, he makes a
the pothole in the pathway. He steps into it
mental note to complain to the authorities about
twisting his ankle; momentum carries him out and
the perilous state of the walkway. Their attention onwards for a few steps before he crumples shoutis caught by a small flotilla of white-sailed yachts. ing out in surprise and pain. Rocking slightly
The spume thrown up by their bows, sparkles dia- with his hands around his leg, unmanly tears sting
mond-like in the sunshine. Some of the sailors
his eyes. He looks back to see what happened. He
wave to their audience and, delighted, the couple sees the gap suddenly widen further. The tarmac
move slowly onwards cheered by the sight of the starts to craze, rippling out towards him. The inprettily coloured boats. The stumble and the
jured ankle forgotten, he stands, holding his
complaint forgotten as they go on their way.
hands out behind him, backs to the rail for safety.

As the surface of the bridge is breached and
the fault widens, the regular thrump, thrump, of
tyres registers with a loan engineer, desultorily
checking the bridge’s lights. He turns to look,
tries to identify the noise and its cause. A vibration and trilling noise alerts him to a message on

Thrump. Thrump. Thrump. Cars race past.
He waves an arm, a futile attempt to halt one. A
small child waves back, laughing, enjoying the
game. The wheels of a small green car plunge into
the now gaping hole. He sees the driver’s eyes
widen in confusion before a white plumbers’ van
ploughs into the car. The screeching of metal
against metal as another car strikes the van, shoving it sideways, then another joins the pile-up, the
sound of screaming tyres like vultures gathering
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Readers letters
It’s hard to put into words how much I appreciate getting feedback about the Journal, hearing where you’ve been reading it and what you’ve enjoyed in particular that season, here are a few of the emails I received after the last edition
came out.
Hello Kate,

Hi Kate

I picked up issue 2 of your journal at the Design Exchange
in the Buchanan Galleries yesterday - what a treat! It feels
like it was written just for me, covering all my favourite
things - textiles, environmental issues and of course shortbread biscuits!

Thank you for the journal - I'm going to take it with me
when I go away to Wester Ross for a wee break next week.
Looking forward to settling down with a cuppa and reading it, perfect holiday reading!
LW by email
Dear Kate
I spent yesterday stretched out on my chaise looking out at
the raging loch and rain with a cuppa on my side table
reading your 4th Journal . What a wonderful way to raise
my spirits out of my January gloom! Thank you so much
for sending it to me, I have had it on my list to get a copy
from Love Dove Cottage but hadn’t managed to call in and
get one as yet. I have read it from cover to cover and am still
going to get a couple more copies from Dove Cottage for
friends who will enjoy being introduced to the Needlesmith’s ethos and creativity. They are journals to treasure
and keep and the pile now containing all 4 gives me a great
feeling of contentment when I look at them.
You are inspirational and a wonderful presence in my
heart.
Jf by email

S u b s c r i p t i o n s

t o

Thanks in particular for the recommendation for the Ramblings radio show, I listened to a couple of episodes on the
train yesterday and it's sure to become a new favourite.
EG by email

Thank you so much for sending the autumn edition of
The Needlesmith. It arrived just in time to come away with
me for a weekend of crafting in Cornwall on my own without the kids!
It’s lovely to read something in hard copy and so inspiring
to read about you doing it, being a creative. I’d move to
your neck of the woods in a minute but my husband and
kids are less convinced and like the warmth of Devon. So
it’s quite nurturing to have a connection to your part of
the world in between summer holidays.
SB by email

t h e

p r i n t e d

J o u r n a l

Just before this new way of living I was in the process of setting up the systems for a paper
copy subscription however, I have put this on hold for a bit as these next couple are likely to
be in digital format only.
The Journal is also available for free at issu.com/needlesmiths. There you can read all the editions in a magazine format—complete with page turning sound effects.
GDPR bit: all contact details are held securely by Mail Chimp and I will not share or sell them
to anyone else, or bombard you with irrelevant sales emails, you can unsubscribe at any time
by clicking the link at the bottom of each email.
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over carrion. The scene is being repeated on
the other side of the bridge. A large pantechnicon bears down on a bright red post van, its
rear end fish-tailing wildly as the driver tries to
take evasive action. The jogger watches, unable to stop the annihilation. He starts to run
again, the adrenalin of terror coursing through
his veins acts as a pain killer, injured ankle ignored in the effort of escaping the carnage of
the collapsing bridge.

ings. He ducks to avoid a flailing cable.
Suddenly there is silence. Everything
seems to stop. Oxygen is sucked out of the air.
He stumbles but keeps his balance. People are
running toward him yelling, urging him on.
This is the race of his life, for his life.
The bridge is dead, plummeting to a watery grave.
**

The bridge is taking revenge for years of
neglect. This is the consequence of the actions
of cost-cutting councillors. There is a price to
be paid and the bridge is extracting its dues in
human lives.

An edifice of unusable, twisted, broken
parts rises sharply and blackly out of foetid
water. Lone ferries navigate its dinosaur skeleton lying in the waves. Passengers, forced to a
slower pace, gaze out of the windows as the
The jogger can see the land getting closer. boats chug slowly past. A permanent reminder
He daren’t look back. He can feel the tremors, of the consequences of a faster life, they look,
the death throes of the Bridge. Loud splashes remember, wonder at the waste.
join the cacophony as cars and pieces of bridge
fall into the water. The bridge judders and
screams as metal supports tear from their fix-

In their last class Rowan & Sophie finished their Pinafore
dresses. They both chose corduroy and did an excellent job.
They have grown so much since their first foray into dressmaking with pyjama trousers. I hope that they are getting
worn a lot during lockdown.
We used the Till & the Buttons Cleo Pinafore dress pattern,
one I have also made for myself
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A HABERDASHERY WORDSEARCH
A bit of simple fun to while a tea break away.
I’ve made it printer friendly colourwise etc. in case you want to print it off.
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Elastic
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Interfacing
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Pattern
Pincushion
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Scissors

Sew
Sewing machine
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Tape measure
Thread
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Finding Galanthus Nivalis
A mother and her daughter are in the woods looking at the ground underneath the trees.

Are they here?
I saw them here last year so they should be.
But are they here?
I don’t know have a look.
I am looking.
Well, look more closely.
I am looking more closely and I can’t see them.
Look again tomorrow, they might be there then.
But I want to see them today, you said they were here.
I said they might be here, look about a bit more.
You said they would be here.
And they are here, you just can’t see them.
Huh!
Look, look, over there see?
No, where?
There, under that tree.
I’m looking under the tree.
Oh for goodness sake!
There look, under this leaf. Just coming out.
Wow! They are so small.
There will be more soon.
Where did they come from?
Out of the ground.
Won’t they get cold?
No, they like the cold.
Aren’t they pretty?
Yes, very and ever so delicate too, so you mustn’t pick them.
I won’t.
Good girl now come away and let’s go home.
There will probably be more tomorrow, or the day after.
OK then. We’ll come back tomorrow.

Or the day after.

©KAH MAcDonald
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Support an independent business
The planned interview for this edition has been postponed
due to the Coronavirus and uncertainty about their future
plans. So if I could just make a wee plea here…. Please support as many small businesses as you can whatever they
may be. Currently small businesses, independent companies, sole traders have moved to on-line trading. Be it via

their own website, Facebook shops, & Instagram selling as
well as eBay & Amazon due to bricks and mortar shops being closed. You can do much to support them: Follow
them on social media platforms. Like, share, and comment
on their posts. Recommend to friends. And, of course, shop
with them if, and when you can. Thank you.

Art in Situ

Recently I was playing with an app called InsituArtRoom.
I popped a couple of photographs of my work into it. The
one on the right is from a card and the picture below is of
part of a lampshade flat. I have been totally inspired to do
some really big pieces.
I have made a start. This piece is about a third again
wider than the table it’s taped to, which is about 6ft long.
Still a work in progress, I can’t help but think that doing the
sewing is going to be interesting ….
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Pages from my recipe files

Coconut & Cherry Kisses and Almond & Coconut Kisses
Having promised that the Creativitea Afternoons would be all inclusive, I knew
that that had to include dietary requirements. I was looking for a recipe for
something that was both dairy & gluten free for the first Creativitea ‘Tea’. It
also needed to be quick and to be made of things I had in stock. So I asked
Mrs Google and she came up with Cherry & Coconut Kisses. They are very
good and just the right size, dairy free, gluten free as well as quick & easy to
make. For the next one I am going to want something similar, but different,
so I’ve ‘invented’ the Almond & Coconut version. They are also quick, easy to
make and, most importantly, they are delicious too.
Cherry & Coconut Kisses

Almond & Coconut Kisses

200g desiccated coconut

150g Dessicated coconut

100g caster sugar

150g Ground Almonds

2 medium eggs - beaten

2 medium eggs - beaten

1 tablespoon cornflour

1tsp of almond extract

Glace cherries - chopped

Flaked almonds/dark
chocolate to decorate

Set the oven to 180 C and line a baking tray with greaseproof
paper.
Put all ingredients except cherries in a large bowl, and mix thoroughly until combined.
Mould in to balls or use a scoop/spoon/eggcup, the mixture and
place on the baking tray.
Top with a flaked almond or a saved piece of glace cherry.
Bake for 10 to 15 minutes until golden brown.
Remove from the oven, leave on the tray to cool slightly, then
move to a rack.

Apparently when cold, they will keep in a tin for a
long time …. however, I think you’ll find they’ll be
eaten in a very short time!

If adding chocolate, wait until the Kisses are cold then melt
some squares of dark chocolate in a bowl over (not touching) a
pan of boiling water. Dip the tops of the Kisses into the melted
chocolate and leave to set.

I spotted this recipe on the Instagram account of Anja Dunk, and had to have a go. It
mainly uses stale cake (should you have such a thing) and marzipan. Mix cake,
jam, , cocoa powder into a paste and layer the paste with thinly rolled marzipan.
Although Anja says that it is best to use a tart jam like damson or black currant,
and in retrospect I think that that is a good idea, these are very sweet sweets, I had the
end of a jar of raspberry jam that needed to be used up, and added the end of a packet
of Dessicated coconut too. Then spread the paste onto marzipan and make layers of
marzipan and paste. Cut in to squares and dust with icing sugar.
Very moreish even though a few go a long way. Anja says they remind her of the
German Christmas sweets called Dominosteine.
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Apple, Carrot and Walnut cake
This cake started as Mary Berry’s Carrot Cake with Mascarpone Topping. I don’t often like the cheese icing on top of carrot cake and because I wanted to make it a dairy free cake, I left this off. I’ve also
tweaked things a bit.

225g self-raising flour
2 tsp baking powder
½ tsp cinnamon
½ tsp grated nutmeg
150 g dark muscovado sugar
50 g walnut pieces – roughly
chopped
100g carrots - coarsely grated
1 cooking apple – grated
Zest of an orange
2 medium eggs – beaten
175 ml sunflower oil

For the Optional Topping
250g tub mascarpone cheese
2-3 tsp vanilla extract
2 tablespoons icing sugar, sifted
25g apx walnut pieces, chopped

1.Lightly grease and line your cake tin. I use a square 6.Allow the cake to cool in the tin before taking the cake
tin so that I can cut the cake into squares or fingers. Pre out and leave to cool completely on a wire rack.
-heat the oven to 180c.
7.For the topping, mix together the mascarpone with the
2.Measure all of the ingredients into a large bowl and mix vanilla extract and sieved icing sugar. Spread evenly
well until thoroughly blended.
over the top of the cake and scatter the chopped walnuts
3.Pour the cake batter into the cake tin and smooth the top. on top. Store in the refrigerator because of the cheese
4.If not using the mascarpone topping scatter the surface content.
of the cake with walnut pieces.
5.Bake for about 50-60 minutes or until the cake is well
risen, golden and beginning to shrink away from the
sides of the tin.

To make a sourdough starter
This is how to make Kat Goldin’s Sourdough starter
Ingredients and Materials:
1ltr jar (glass or food grade plastic)
500g strong bread flour, white, brown, rye or spelt*
500g of water *
* you only use 100g of each at a time
Method for Starting a Starter
Day One: In a glass jar with a loose fitting lid, mix 100g
of bread flour (white or wholemeal, your choice) and 100g
of water. Give it a good vigorous stir. Cover loosely and
leave in a warm place for 24 hours.

By day 5 the starter should start bubbling. It is ready to
bake with when it
doubles in size and
or is very bubbly
about 4 hours after
feeding.

Kat runs sourdough baking
Day 2-7: Discard 100g of your starter. Add 50g of bread
workshops see
flour and 50g of water to your starter. Give it a good vigor- www.alifeinthemaking.co.uk & weekend ‘Bake-alongs’ on
ous stir. Cover loosely and leave in a warm place for 24
her Instagram page @katgoldin
hours.
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Kat Goldin’s Sourdough Cheese Scones
I am rubbish at making scones, they are always too heavy,
don’t rise properly, often dry, and if I add more baking
powder and /or bicarb then I get furry teeth. So, I usually
stick to cakes & biscuits and leave scones to others. That
was until I came across Kat Goldin’s recipe for Sourdough
Cheese Scones. And I haven’t looked back. Not only are
they exceedingly quick to make & cook, they taste wonderful too.
You do need to have a sourdough starter. I had been inspired by Kat to begin a starter. I had a couple of hiccups
with mine to begin with…. The jar fell off the ledge I had
put it on in the airing cupboard, splatting the blankets
and sheets stored at the bottom with flour and water paste.
My second jar was square, and I rather annoyingly
knocked the corner off when sitting it on the radiator – I
was trying to catch up with the weekend bake along she
was doing, and had been putting it on the radiator to speed
up the process. But third Kilnar jar lucky, I baked along.
However, it turned out that my starter hadn’t set off. It
was in active, so my loaf was a pale, solid, insipid looking
thing and nothing like the golden crispy things that other
people were producing. Even the birds ignored it! I left my
starter on the side in the kitchen in a huff. After a couple
of days I opened it again ready to pour it away, when I
realised that things had been happening. Something was
a-stirring, so I quickly fed it and left it for another couple
of days and repeated the process. Several times as I didn’t
have time to make the bread. Then I saw that Kat was
150g Cold butter/Block
Stork (dairy free)
200g Plain flour
½ tsp Salt
½ tsp Baking powder
½ tsp Bicarb
120g Yoghurt/Milk/DFree
Alternative
200g Sourdough starter
150-300g cheese – strong
cheese eg mature cheddar,
parmesan, I’ve used some
stale haloumi - reduce the salt amount as this is a salty
cheese
Optional : Handful chopped herbs/chives, ½ tsp Whole grain
mustard

making Cheese Scones with the discard from her starter.
The same day Mr B had made a thick Chicken and vegetable soup and I thought that I would make scones to have
with it instead of bread. Well, I may never get around to
making sourdough bread, as I’d rather make scones!
Since that first batch of scones I’ve made several more
batches and I’ve made fruit ones too.
1. Rub butter into flour, add salt, baking powder & bicarb.
2.Add milk/yogurt and starter, and cheese or dried fruit.
3.Mix together thoroughly. Mixture should be a bit sticky.
4.Spoon mixture into a muffin tin. This amount will
make 12 large ones or 48 mini ones
5.Cooked for about 10 mins or until golden on top.
6.Take out of the tins straight away – I pop them back in for
a few minutes just to crisp up the bottoms a wee bit, but
this isn’t necessary just personal preference.
The cheese ones are absolutely delicious alongside a thick
homemade soup. Also toasted over the following days with
butter and marmite, or with a lump of cheese and chutney.
Fruit ones with tea in front of the fire, and again toasted
with jam for supper.

For Fruit ones I used:
150g dried fruit
100g sugar
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The Photographers Assistant
Having a Labrador in the garden and photographing food isn’t a sensible plan. This is Raineach, 13 years
old and really belongs to mum and dad, however, due to current circumstances he is living with us for the
duration. He follows me around as though tied to my ankles and eats everything he can possibly get his
teeth around. A little stiff in the back legs now, he nevertheless takes no notice of his age and often behaves
as though he is 13 months old, rather than years.
No apples were harmed in the taking of this photograph!

This Edition is likely to be available digitally only. However, I still have paper copies of some
of the other editions. The paper copies are printed by waterless printing presses, powered by
100% renewable energy, using non-soya vegetable oil ink, on eco-friendly, ethically and environmentally certified sourced materials by the nice people at Anglia Printing in Norwich who
also have a zero waste to landfill policy. www.angliaprint.co.uk

You can follow me about, simply search for ‘Needlesmiths’ in all the usual places or
click the icons on the right… If you have a question or want to drop me a line I’d love
to hear from you, email me at needlesmiths@mail.com

www.needlesmiths.co.uk
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